
A NEW COUPLE IN THE A NEW COUPLE IN THE JUNGLE?JUNGLE?

Pop star sensation Joshua Streeting and Elise Le Lacheur Pop star sensation Joshua Streeting and Elise Le Lacheur 
have announced their new upcoming appearance on Im have announced their new upcoming appearance on Im 
a Celebrity get me out of here. This isn’t surprising as a Celebrity get me out of here. This isn’t surprising as 
the stars have been seen on many occasions together. We the stars have been seen on many occasions together. We 
are all wondering where the ‘relationship’ will go next.are all wondering where the ‘relationship’ will go next.

WILL THERE BE A RUMBLE IN
THE JUNGLE?JUNGLE? 
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‘‘This will be This will be 
a a challenge challenge 
but we will but we will 
push through push through 
together’together’

 
The team here at Snap Pop spoke The team here at Snap Pop spoke 
to some of the couples’ fans to see to some of the couples’ fans to see 
what they think of this, and what what they think of this, and what 
they think will happen after ‘I’m A they think will happen after ‘I’m A 
Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here’. The Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here’. The 
responses were as expected:  Most responses were as expected:  Most 
are speculating that after are speculating that after 
the show many are saying they the show many are saying they 
predict Elise to win ‘I’m a Celebrity’ predict Elise to win ‘I’m a Celebrity’ 
and Josh soon to become the face and Josh soon to become the face 
of ITV appearing in adverts and of ITV appearing in adverts and 
going on multiple talk shows for going on multiple talk shows for 
ITV. They would’ve announced ITV. They would’ve announced 
they are in a relationship and will be they are in a relationship and will be 
very excited to be leaving the jungle very excited to be leaving the jungle 
with not just Elise winning but both with not just Elise winning but both 
of them leaving with love in their of them leaving with love in their 
hearts.hearts.

Will Elise experience another No1 Will Elise experience another No1 
in the charts and become Queen in the charts and become Queen 
of the Jungle or will she leave her of the Jungle or will she leave her 
music life behind to start a new music life behind to start a new 
life with her fellow campmate and life with her fellow campmate and 
exclusive boyfriend Josh Streeting? exclusive boyfriend Josh Streeting? 
Is this the end of the stars career’s Is this the end of the stars career’s 
or will they both carry on pursuing or will they both carry on pursuing 
their dreams together. Stick with us their dreams together. Stick with us 
here at Snap Pop to find out!here at Snap Pop to find out!

PP op star sensation Joshua Streeting  op star sensation Joshua Streeting 
and Elise Le Lacheur have announced and Elise Le Lacheur have announced 
their new upcoming appearance on ‘I’m their new upcoming appearance on ‘I’m 
a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here’. This a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here’. This 
isn’t surprising as the stars have been isn’t surprising as the stars have been 
seen on many occasions together. We are seen on many occasions together. We are 
all wondering where the ‘relationship’ all wondering where the ‘relationship’ 
will go next. Josh Streeting and Elise will go next. Josh Streeting and Elise 
Le Lacheur are both award winning Le Lacheur are both award winning 
pop stars. Both stars have appeared on pop stars. Both stars have appeared on 
many talk shows but neither have done many talk shows but neither have done 
anything as challenging or thrilling as anything as challenging or thrilling as 
‘I’m a Celebrity’. The suspected couple ‘I’m a Celebrity’. The suspected couple 
have been seen together in local shops, have been seen together in local shops, 
airports and other artists’ concerts. Their airports and other artists’ concerts. Their 
fans are dying for the news of whether fans are dying for the news of whether 
this relationship will go anywhere this relationship will go anywhere 
or if the couple will carry on flirting or if the couple will carry on flirting 
throughout the camp as they both go into throughout the camp as they both go into 
the jungle.the jungle.

When interviewed by our team here When interviewed by our team here 
at Snap Pop, Josh explained,  ‘I’ve at Snap Pop, Josh explained,  ‘I’ve 
performed in front of thousands but performed in front of thousands but 
the thought of everyone in England the thought of everyone in England 
watching makes me uncomfortable. watching makes me uncomfortable. 
However it will be nice to push my However it will be nice to push my 
boundaries and exceed my comfort boundaries and exceed my comfort 
levels.’ When we asked the star what levels.’ When we asked the star what 
he thought about going in with one of he thought about going in with one of 
the stars he is rumored to be having the stars he is rumored to be having 
a scandal. Josh failed to respond and a scandal. Josh failed to respond and 
took no further questions. Elise didn’t took no further questions. Elise didn’t 
help the situation as she didn’t respond help the situation as she didn’t respond 
to the question either, making us think to the question either, making us think 
is something really happening? Their is something really happening? Their 
diehard fans can’t wait for the news or to diehard fans can’t wait for the news or to 
see the couple compete for stars. Some see the couple compete for stars. Some 
are saying they will reach for the stars in are saying they will reach for the stars in 
challenges and find love.challenges and find love.


